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Objectives of the overall project 

The objective of the project was to design a structure 
that would provide safe fish passage through the 
culvert at Site 346 at ~0.2 km on the 11 Mile Road 
for all life stages of fish present in the stream.  The 
method chosen to achieve this objective was a weir at 
the culvert outlet to backwater the flow through the 
culvert and thereby reduce the water velocity within 
the culvert.  The project is not located within a 
community watershed. 
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Name of Watershed / Sub-basin, & Location 

Kitwanga River SouthWatershed  

UTM Co-ords: 9N, E: 560785,  N: 6119609 
Two wheel drive access, drive to ~0.2 km on the 11 
Mile Road ~12 km north of Kitwanga, B.C on Hwy 
37N. 

Introduction 

Gitanyow Fisheries Authority conducted Fish 
Passage Culvert Inpections (FPCI) throughout the 
Kitwanga River South watershed in the Skeena-
Stikine Forest District in 2007 as part of a watershed 
assessment.  The elliptical metal culvert at Site 346 
was a partial barrier to fish passage due to the water 
velocity through the non-embedded culvert at low 
flows.  The measured velocity at relatively low flows 

was 1.57 m/sec, exceeding the burst swimming speed 
of juvenile salmonids.  The GFA also felt that the 
velocity in the culvert at high flows (23 cm high 
water mark) may be too high even for adult 
salmonids.  Ninety-two percent of the stream is 
barred to juveniles.  By restoring safe fish passage 
for all life stages of fish present in the stream, fish 
will gain access to approximately 4.7 km of 
important upstream habitat.  This site received a 
Parker score of 42, ranking it as a high priority site 
for fish passage restoration. 

Description of Design 
The Fish Passage Culvert Inspections completed for 
this site in 2007 identified this site as a partial barrier 
to fish passage.  Based on the gradient and length of 
the culvert in the FPCI report, this site appeared to be 
suitable for a backwater weir as a means of restoring 
safe fish passage.  Backwatering the culvert outlet 
would reduce water velocities in the culvert, resulting 
in conditions more favourable to juvenile fish 
passage.    

The site survey revealed that the stream channel had 
aggraded 150m d/s of the culvert out and that the 
stream flow dissipated completely into the gravels.  
The survey also indicated that the gradient of the 
culvert was 9%, not 5% as stated in the FPCI report 
prepared by the Gitanyow Fisheries Authority.  There 
also was a lack of inventory information for the 
reaches upstream of the site 346 culvert.  Due to the 
late time of year, sampling for fish presence was not 
feasible. 

Description of Completed Work 

A brief, informal field visit to Site 346 on October 
15, 2008 revealed nothing to the contrary, other than 
the stream was nearly completely dry at the time.  
The Site was surveyed on October 28, 2009, with a 
back-water weir as the method of fish-passage 
restoration in mind.  The survey included a stream 
profile for 200 m upstream and downstream of the 
crossing.  A Site Plan was prepared following the 
field survey.  An Environmental Management Plan 
(EMP) was prepared to ~95% completion stage 
between the start of the project and the time the field 
survey was completed.  A synopsis report was 
prepared outlining the issues with the fish passage 
restoration at this site.   

An engineered design for restoring safe fish passage 
was not completed as it was not a cost effective 
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activity at this time given the unknowns regarding 
fish presence and access at this site.   

The above factors were discussed with Jeff Lough, 
Fisheries Biologist, Fish and Wildlife Science and 
Allocation Section, MoE, Skeena Region.  Mr. 
Lough was of the opinion that conducting a fish 
habitat assessment in conjunction with systematic 
sampling of the stream would be the most reasonable 
approach in determining the next step in this project.  
Results of the fish habitat assessment and systematic 
fish sampling would also provide critical information 
in determining the cost benefit of this project.  
Having a good understanding of the cost benefits 
would make the decision of whether to proceed with 
the fish passage restoration work at this site easier. 

Suggestions for Improvement

FIA should require more thorough investigations of 
fish presence/absence and fish access to sites before 
they are identified as high priority sites for fish 
passage restoration. 

Cost Summary Information 

Activity Cost 

Survey, Design, EMP. $6820.00
Project Supervision. $2775.00
Delivery Allowance $1281.81
Total $10876.81

 

Photographs (optional): 

 

Photo 1. Site 346 culvert outlet. 
 

 

Photo 2. Site 346 culvert inlet. 
 

 

Photo 3. Site 346 inside culvert barrel. 
 

Note to Author: 
The layout of the Project Completion Abstract should be in a 
two-column format (as viewed in Page Layout mode). The 
format of the abstract (not the content) is illustrated in the 
Annual Compendium of Aquatic Rehabilitation Projects for 
the WRP 1999-2000 available at 
http://srmwww.gov.bc.ca/frco/bookshop/wrp.html. 
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Figure 1.   Project Site Location Map (general study area boxed in red). 
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